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ABSTRACT
R Canis Majoris is the prototype of a small group of Algol-type stars showing short orbital periods and low mass ratios. A previous
detection of short-term oscillations in its light curve has not yet been confirmed. We investigate a new time series of high-resolution
spectra with the aim to derive improved stellar and system parameters, to search for the possible impact of a third component in the
observed spectra, to look for indications of activity in the Algol system, and to search for short-term variations in radial velocities.
We disentangled the composite spectra into the spectra of the binary components. Then we analysed the resulting high signal-to-
noise spectra of both stars. Using a newly developed program code based on an improved method of least-squares deconvolution,
we were able to determine the radial velocities of both components also during primary eclipse. This allowed us to develop a better
model of the system including the Rossiter–McLaughlin effect and to derive improved orbital parameters. Combining the results with
those from spectrum analysis, we obtain accurate stellar and system parameters. We further deduce at least one oscillation frequency
of 21.38 c d−1. It could be detected during primary eclipses only and confirms a previous photometric finding. Results point to an
amplitude amplification of non-radial pulsation modes due to the eclipse mapping effect. The presence of a He I line in the spectra
indicates mass transfer in the R CMa system. Calculations of its Roche geometry give evidence that the cool secondary component
may fill its Roche lobe. No evidence of a third body in the system could be found in the observed spectra.
Key words. Stars: binaries: eclipsing - Stars: binaries: spectroscopic - Stars: variables: Algols - Stars: oscillations - Methods: data
analysis
1. Introduction
R Canis Majoris (R CMa, HD 57167) is a bright (V = 5.71),
short-period (P= 1.13595 d), Algol-type system. While its sec-
ondary component is an Algol-typical cool subgiant (G8 IV), the
primary is relatively late (F0 V). The investigation of the R CMa
system has an extended history. An early review was given by
Wood (1946), a recent comprehensive overview can be found in
Budding & Butland (2011, BB2011, hereafter).
For a long time R CMa was the system of lowest total mass
and was among the lowest mass ratio/short-period combinations
of any known Algol (BB2011). The low mass ratio, overlumi-
nosity of the primary, and oversized secondary, also observed in
a few other Algol-type systems, caused Kopal (1956) to estab-
lish a subgroup called R CMa-type stars. Later on, the mass ra-
tio and irregularities in the light curve have been controversially
discussed, in particular with respect to inaccuracies of many as-
signed parameter values (e.g. Varricatt & Ashok 1999, BB2011).
Tomkin (1985) was able to reveal the secondary component
by identifying the sodium doublet in its spectrum, which finally
made a direct determination of the components’ masses possi-
? Based on observations made with the Mercator Telescope, operated
on the island of La Palma by the Flemish Community, at the Span-
ish Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos of the Instituto de As-
trofisica de Canarias. Table 1 is only available in electronic form at
the CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via
http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/cgi-bin/qcat?J/A+A/
ble. He obtained masses of 1.1 M and 0.17 M for the primary
and secondary star, respectively. The underlying observational
data were relatively poor. The sodium doublet of the secondary
is blended with that of the primary in most of the cycle and
the number of radial velocity (RV) measurements is very lim-
ited, and with modern observations his results look obsolete.
Glazunova et al. (2009) analysed high-resolution spectra from
the 2.7m McDonald observatory including the secondary lines
and obtained distinctly increased mass values of M1 = 1.81 M
and M2 = 0.23 M. The corresponding mean radii were derived
as R1 = 1.83 R and R2 = 1.40 R, where the value for the pri-
mary star is higher than typical for an F0 main sequence star,
and both values are higher than the 1.48 and 1.06 R cited by
Ribas et al. (2002).
A recent, comprehensive study of the R CMa system is that
of BB2011. The authors perform a combined photometric, as-
trometric, and spectroscopic analysis. The photometry is based
on the Hipparcos V light curve, U B V photometry from Sato
(1971), the J and K data of Varricatt & Ashok (1999), and the
spectroscopy on high-resolution spectra taken with the HER-
CULES spectrograph of the Mt. John University Observatory,
New Zealand. In the result, the authors derive an improved or-
bit and absolute parameters of the R CMa system. In particu-
lar the measured RVs are in good agreement with the results of
Glazunova et al. (2009) that had already revised upwards the
relatively low masses of Tomkin (1985). BB2011 end up with
masses of M1 = 1.67 ± 0.08 M and M2 = 0.22 ± 0.07 M, re-
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sulting in a mass ratio of 0.13 ± 0.05. The radii are derived as
R1 = 1.78 ± 0.03 R and R2 = 1.22 ± 0.07 R. From the fit of se-
lected line profiles, the authors find that the projected equatorial
rotation velocity of the primary of 82±3 km s−1 is in substantial
agreement with synchronised rotation. In addition, by adding the
Hipparcos positions for the epoch 1991.25 ESA (1997) to those
used in Ribas et al. (2002), BB2011 derive narrower constraints
on the orbit of a third body in the R CMa system (see below).
A-Thano et al. (2015), on the other hand, presented the pre-
liminary analysis of medium-resolution spectroscopy of R CMa
obtained in 2012. They find M1 = 1.83 M, M2 = 0.21 M,
R1 = 1.58 R, and R2 = 1.39 R, where the mass of the primary
and the radius of the secondary are close to the values given by
Glazunova et al. (2009).
Several authors have suggested that R CMa is at least a triple
system. Radhakrishnan et al. (1984) interpreted the variations
seen in the O-C values of the times of minima in terms of the
light-travel time (LTT) effect due to the presence of a third body.
The authors derive a third-body orbit with P= 91.44 yr, e= 0.45,
and ω= 25◦. Later on, Ribas et al. (2002) repeated the analysis
based on a meanwhile extended set of O-C values, adding the
Hipparcos and historic ground-based astrometric data. From the
combined analysis they find P= 92.8 yr, e= 0.49, ω= 10.5◦, and
M3 = 0.34 M. The most recent attempt to determine the orbit of
the third body is by BB2011. From astrometric analysis they find
evidence of a third body with a mass of M3 = 0.8 M, moving in
a P= 101.5 yr, e= 0.44, ω= 4◦ orbit.
The scenario of mass and angular momentum transfer in
Algol-type stars is still up for debate and it is unclear whether
the mass transfer can be fully conservative or if systemic mass
loss is a general feature of Algols. Though there is evidence
of non-conservative evolution, the systemic mass-loss rate is
poorly constrained by observations. Moreover, systemic mass
loss should lead to observational signatures that need to be
found. A comprehensive overview on these problems can be
found in Deschamps et al. (2015) where authors compare the
mass-loss rates following from different proposed mechanisms
of systemic mass loss, favouring the ‘hotspot’ model (van Rens-
bergen et al. 2008, 2010; Deschamps et al. 2013) where the mass
loss is driven by the radiation pressure of a hotspot. Photoioni-
sation and radiative transfer simulations performed by the au-
thors based on this model lead to effects like IR excesses as ob-
served in some of the known Algols or strong emission lines of
highly ionised elements, which are rather untypical for most of
the Algol-type systems.
The described problems occur in evolutionary scenarios of
Algol-type systems in general and for the R CMa stars, i.e.
Algol-type stars with short periods and low mass ratios in par-
ticular. Several conservative scenarios have been discussed (see
e.g. Lehmann et al. 2013), but difficulties have been found for
the latter group of stars, which would rapidly evolve into con-
tact configurations (Webbink 1977; Sarna & Ziolkowski 1988;
Budding 1989, BB2011). These systems cannot be explained by
conservative mass transfer, but result from mass and angular mo-
mentum loss from the system in the past, and non-conservative
evolution has to be assumed (Tomkin 1985; Mennekens et al.
2008). BB2011 conclude from their finding of a third compo-
nent in the R CMa system that the problem in evolutionary sce-
narios connected with the observed low q, P combination may
be solved, at least for this star, by the devolution of angular mo-
mentum to the wider orbit.
Asteroseismology is an important tool for investigating the
interior structure of pulsating stars. It also delivers additional
constraints on such fundamental parameters like masses and
radii, in particular for eclipsing binaries with oscillating com-
ponents, when the results can be combined with those from light
curve and spectroscopic analyses.
δ Scuti stars are stars with masses of 1.5–2.5 M and spectral
type A2–F5, showing radial and non-radial p-mode pulsations
with frequencies from 4 to 60 c d−1. δ Scuti-like oscillations have
been found in many EBs (e.g. Liakos et al. 2012) and recently
also in several short-period EBs, for example KIC 9851944
(two pulsating components of equal masses; Guo et al. 2016),
KIC 4739791 (rich pulsation spectrum of the primary; Lee et al.
2016), and KIC 8262223 (post-mass transfer system; Guo et al.
2017).
A special class of stars are known as the oEA stars (Mkr-
tichian et al. 2002). Members are semi-detached, active, eclips-
ing Algol-type stars showing episodes of mass transfer from a
cool (G-K type) donor to a hot (A-F type) gainer star where the
latter shows δ Scuti-type oscillations. These systems can be used
to study the interaction between mass transfer episodes, angular
momentum exchange, and variable properties of the pulsation
modes like amplitude and frequency changes. The best investi-
gated object among the oEA stars is RZ Cas (e.g. Lehmann &
Mkrtichian 2004, 2008; Rodríguez et al. 2004b; Soydugan et al.
2006; Tkachenko et al. 2009; Mkrtichian et al. 2018).
Mkrtichian & Gamarova (2000) reported on low-amplitude
acoustic mode oscillations in the light curve of R CMa with a
frequency of 21.21 c d−1. Later on, this finding could not be con-
firmed via short time series of photometric observations (Mkr-
tichian et al. 2006). The detection of δ Scuti-like pulsations in
R CMa would allow us to apply asteroseismic methods to its
analysis (for applications to δSct stars in binary systems see
e.g. Maceroni et al. 2014; Guo et al. 2016). This and the find-
ing of a possible impact of mass-transfer effects on the observa-
tions would make it a member of the class of oEA stars and
an outstanding object for further investigations. We therefore
decided to gather time series of medium-resolution spectra of
R CMa with the eShel and MRES spectrographs attached to the
2.4m Thai National Observatory telescope in 2012 and 2014 and
high-resolution spectra with the HERMES spectrograph1 at La
Palma in January 2016 to search for short-term oscillations in
the RVs. The analysis of the medium-resolution spectra gave a
hint of an oscillation frequency of 17.38 c d−1 showing an am-
plitude of 280 m s−1. The HERMES observations covered one
eclipse of the system but no out-of-eclipse phases. In the RV
residuals after subtracting the orbit and the distortions due to the
Rossiter–McLaughlin effect (Rossiter 1924; McLaughlin 1924,
RME hereafter) we also found hints of short-term variations in
the RVs of the primary component. To confirm this finding by
also investigating the behaviour in out-of-eclipse phases, we re-
peated the observations in January 2017.
In this paper we present the results of the analysis of the
high-resolution HERMES spectra. We describe the observations
(Sect. 2), the decomposition of the observed spectra into the
mean spectra of the two components (Sect. 3), and the spectro-
scopic analysis of the decomposed spectra to derive the atmo-
spheric parameters of the components (Sect. 4). In Sect. 5 we
search for the signature of the third body in our spectra. The
determination of the RVs of the stellar components comparing
the results from different methods, including a new method of
1 The HERMES spectrograph is supported by the Research Foundation
- Flanders (FWO), Belgium; the Research Council of KU Leuven, Bel-
gium; the Fonds National de la Recherche Scientifique (F.R.S.-FNRS),
Belgium; the Royal Observatory of Belgium; the Observatoire de Gen-
eve, Switzerland; and the Thüringer Landessternwarte Tautenburg, Ger-
many.
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least-squares deconvolution, is described in Sect. 6. It also lists
the derived orbital solutions. In Sect. 7 we report on the results
of our search for short-term variations in the RVs. Section 8 is
dedicated to the Roche geometry of the system. All results are
discussed in Sect. 9, followed by final conclusions.
2. Observations and data reduction
We obtained 169 high-resolution spectra of R CMa with the
HERMES spectrograph (Raskin et al. 2011) attached to the Mer-
cator telescope at La Palma in January 2016 and 391 spectra
in January 2017. The spectra cover the wavelength range 377–
900 nm having a resolving power of 85 000. The single exposure
time was between 90 and 300 sec, depending on weather con-
ditions and orbital phase (eclipses), providing a signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N) between 60 and 160 (typical value of 100). The spec-
tra were reduced using the standard HERMES pipeline. Subse-
quently, we normalised the spectra to the local continuum and
removed remaining cosmic ray events by using our own routines.
Table 1 gives the journal of observations together with the
measured RVs. Table 1 is only available in electronic form (see
the footnote on the title page).
3. Spectrum decomposition
We used the Fourier transform-based KOREL program (Hadrava
1995, 2006; Škoda & Hadrava 2010) for the decomposition of
observed composite spectra. The program determines the opti-
mum shifts that have to be applied to the spectral contributions
from the two components to build the mean decomposed spectra
of the components, together with the best fitting Keplerian orbit.
We used the VO-KOREL web service2 (Škoda & Hadrava 2010;
Škoda et al. 2012) to derive the final solution. To prepare the
necessary set of input spectra, we implemented an older version
of the code kindly provided by P. Hadrava in an ESO-MIDAS
(Banse et al. 1992) environment, which allowed us to select the
orbital phases and to reject the outliers in a fast and interactive
way.
As any Fourier-based method of spectral disentangling,
KOREL delivers decomposed spectra that show undulations in
their continua. These are understood to be due to indetermi-
nacies in the set of equations (low-frequency Fourier compo-
nents) in the absence of sufficiently strong time-dependent di-
lution of spectral lines and/or to imperfect normalisation of the
input spectra (Pavlovski & Hensberge 2010). Phase-dependent
line strengths of the components reduce these indeterminacies
and the undulations can be suppressed remarkably (Hensberge
et al. 2008). In our case, when allowing for timely variable line
strengths, KOREL delivered almost constant line strengths for
the out-of-eclipse spectra and smooth decomposed spectra with
only slight undulations in their continua, which we removed us-
ing spline interpolation, taking the complementarity of the un-
dulations between the two components into account.
We assumed circular orbits and used the values from BB2011
(orbital period P and RV-semiamplitudes K1 and K2, see Ta-
ble 4) as starting values. We used the 4960 to 5490 Å region that
is sufficiently extended and contains stronger metal lines from
the two components, but no Balmer lines or stronger telluric
contributions to determine the orbital parameters of the system.
We started with all spectra taken outside primary and secondary
eclipses. Then we iteratively excluded all spectra where the de-
viation of the calculated RVs from the calculated Keplerian orbit
2 https://stelweb.asu.cas.cz/vo-korel/
exceeds 3σ. Such deviations mainly occurred for the RVs of
the secondary. From an inspection of the corresponding spectra
we found that they were the spectra of lowest S/N (below about
80). We ended up with 204 spectra that were used to build the
decomposed spectra. The derived elements of the orbit of the bi-
nary were fixed to decompose the regions where broad Balmer
lines or telluric contributions occur.
Fig. 1. KOREL decomposed spectra of R CMa in the Hα region. From
bottom to top: Spectra of the primary component, and (shifted for better
visualisation) the secondary component and the telluric spectrum.
The decomposition was done over the spectral range 4000–
6800 Å, delimited by the lower S/N in the blue range and by the
occurrence of strong telluric lines in the red range, using over-
lapping chunks of 300 Å width. In those regions where weaker
telluric lines occur (e.g. the Hα region), we included the tel-
luric lines as the spectrum of a third object moving in the vir-
tual orbit of the sun into the KOREL set-up. This method was
very successful in separating the telluric lines (Fig. 1), except
for the strong telluric bands at 6300 Å where the weak signal
of the secondary did not allow a decomposition into three com-
ponents. The deviations between the decomposed spectra in the
overlapping regions of neighbouring chunks, where we aver-
aged the results, were marginal. The resulting decomposed and
renormalised spectrum of the primary component had an S/N at
5500 Å of about 1400, whereas that of the secondary component
had about 50–60, corresponding to the continuum flux ratio be-
tween the components at this wavelength of only about 4% (see
bottom panel of Fig. 4).
4. Spectrum analysis
The GSSP program (Tkachenko 2015) provides a grid search
in stellar atmospheric parameters using the spectrum synthesis
method. We used an extended version of the code. First, the con-
tinua of the observed spectra are not known a priori because of
strong line blends, in particular in the blue spectral region of cool
stars (see Fig. 4). That is why we readjusted them to the continua
of the synthetic spectra during the analysis, using spline fits in-
stead of the originally used scaling factors. Second, we extended
the code to handle three instead of two stellar components to
also search for a third body in the R CMa system (see Sect. 5).
Synthetic spectra were computed with SynthV (Tsymbal 1996)
based on atmosphere models computed with LLmodels (Shulyak
et al. 2004) for the hot primary star and on MARCS models
(Gustafsson et al. 2008) for the cool companion. Atomic data
was taken from the VALD (Kupka et al. 2000) database. The low
temperature of the secondary component required including the
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Table 2. Atmospheric parameters of the primary and secondary compo-
nents derived in this paper and reported in BB2011. Errors are standard
deviations, given in parentheses in units of the last digits (here and in
the following tables).
this paper BB2011
primary secondary primary secondary
Teff 7033(42) 4350(100) 7300 4350
log g 4.2 fixed 3.6 fixed 4.16(3) 3.6(1)
vturb 2.83(14) 2.8(1.0)
v sin i 82.2(1.5) 64(13) 82(3) 35
Fe/H −0.07(2) −0.07(20)
R2/R1 0.68 fixed 0.69(3)
Table 3. Elemental surface abundances of the primary component of
R CMa relative to solar values. N is the atomic number of the element.
We give the solar abundances for comparison: A = logNA/Ntotal.
el. N A∗ − A A el. N A∗ − A A
C 6 +0.13(18) −3.65 V 23 +0.22(15) −8.04
O 8 −0.13(16) −3.38 Cr 24 0.00(06) −6.40
Na 11 +0.33(18) −5.87 Mn 25 −0.15(12) −6.65
Mg 12 −0.01(09) −4.51 Fe 26 −0.07(02) −4.59
Si 14 −0.12(14) −4.53 Co 27 +0.15(26) −7.12
S 16 +0.11(30) −4.90 Ni 28 −0.09(08) −5.81
Ca 20 −0.05(10) −5.73 Y 39 −0.26(25) −9.83
Sc 21 +0.19(12) −8.99 Zr 40 −0.17(30) −9.45
Ti 22 +0.03(06) −7.14 Ce 58 −0.06(41) −10.46
molecules into the computation of synthetic spectra, resulting in
a corresponding increase in computing time.
We applied our program to the decomposed spectra in the
spectral range 4000 Å to 6800 Å, excluding a short range at
6300 Å (see Sect. 3) and the Mg II 4481 Å line that could not
be modelled with the VALD atomic data at all. For the primary
component, the analysis was done iteratively by starting with so-
lar composition, adjusting the atmospheric parameters Teff , log g,
vturb, v sin i, and [Fe/H], then adjusting the individual abundances
of all elements for which we found significant contributions in
the spectrum and repeating. The S/N did not allow us to de-
rive individual abundances others than [Fe/H] for the secondary
component. During the analysis, the results were coupled via the
wavelength dependent continuum flux ratio that was determined
from the continuum spectra delivered by SynthV and the radii
ratio. To reduce the degrees of freedom in spectrum analysis,
we used fixed values of radii ratio and log g. For the log g, we
used the values of 4.16 and 3.6 from BB2011 (errors of 0.03 and
0.1 for the primary and secondary components, respectively, see
Table 2). These values can be considered as the more accurate
ones compared to a spectroscopic determination with its inter-
dependence between log g, Teff , and [Fe/H]. The radii and their
ratio can than be obtained from log g and the dynamical masses
derived from the RVs (Table 4). From the TODCOR-RVs we ob-
tain a radius ratio of 0.68±0.09, from LSDbinary 0.67±0.09, and
from BB2011 it follows 0.69±0.07. We finally fixed the radius
ratio to the average value of 0.68.
Table 2 lists the resulting atmospheric parameters of both
components. The errors were derived from the full parameter
grid so that they already include all interdependencies between
the different parameters. Table 3 lists the elemental surface abun-
Fig. 2. Relative abundances of the primary component vs. atomic num-
ber. The dotted lines show the weighted mean and its 1σ error bars.
Fig. 3. Comparison of the observed renormalised spectrum of the pri-
mary component (black) with the best fitting synthetic spectrum (red)
in different Balmer lines regions. The difference spectrum is shown in
black, shifted by +1.1.
dances obtained for the primary component. For the solar val-
ues we give the abundances as used by the SynthV program,
namely A = log(NA/Ntotal). They are based on the solar com-
position given in Asplund et al. (2005) and can be converted to
the latter values by adding a constant of 12.04. Figure 2 shows
the relative surface abundances of the primary component ver-
sus atomic number of the elements. Abundances of most ele-
ments agree within their 1σ error bars with the error-weighted
mean of −0.05±0.05 derived from all elements. Only for Na, Sc,
and V is the abundance slightly but significantly enhanced. For
the secondary, we could only determine the iron abundance and
obtained [Fe/H]=-0.07±0.20. Irrespective of its large error, the
value is in perfect agreement with that obtained for the primary
component.
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the quality of the fit in different
wavelength regions. For the primary component (Fig. 3), the fit
is slightly better towards longer wavelengths which is due to the
wavelength dependent S/N (or instrumental efficiency). For the
secondary component the fit is worse in the blue range, which
can be explained by the strong wavelength dependence of the
flux ratio between the components (Fig. 4).
Despite the high S/N of our decomposed spectra the abun-
dance errors are large (see Sect. 9 for a discussion). We therefore
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Fig. 4. Top: As in Fig. 3, but for the secondary component and the com-
plete spectral range. Bottom: Continuum flux ratio of the secondary to
the primary component.
checked our results by building two different composite spec-
tra. In the first case, we coadded the decomposed spectra of the
two components, resulting in the mean composite spectrum of
high S/N. Since the undulations in the decomposed spectra are
complementary they vanish in the coadded spectrum. In the sec-
ond case, we used 11 single, observed spectra taken close to the
orbital phase of largest separation in RV, rebinned them to the
same RV, and coadded them. We modified our version of the
GSSP program accordingly and analysed the composite spectra.
In both cases we obtained similar values of atmospheric param-
eters as listed in Table 2, but with larger error bars (larger by a
factor of about 2). The reason in the first case is that the ‘decom-
position’ had to be done again during spectrum analysis, whereas
the decomposition with KOREL could make use of the shifts in
the spectra of both components introduced by Keplerian motion.
In the second case, the larger error arises from the much lower
S/N of 11 averaged spectra compared to using the full data set.
5. Missing impact of the third component
As mentioned in the introduction, several authors tried to explain
the variations observed in the O-C values of times of minima of
R CMa in terms of the presence of a third body in the system.
From the orbital parameters of the third component derived in
BB2011 and the spectroscopic mass function, we obtain a max-
imum RV semi-amplitude K3 of about 6 km s−1 (for an orbital
inclination of 90◦). Taking the epoch of our observations into
account, we expect that RV3 differs from the systemic velocity
by not more than about −1 km s−1.
Figure 5 shows the average profiles of the two stars computed
by means of the least-squares deconvolution (LSD) technique
(Donati et al. 1997, see also Sect. 6.3) from 11 coadded spectra
taken close to the phase of maximum separation in RV. Profiles
were calculated in the 4406–6274 Å wavelength range, exclud-
ing the Hβ and telluric lines regions. We mirrored the profile of
the primary component around its measured RV at −8 km s−1 and
subtracted the mirrored profile from the original one. The differ-
ence is shown by the red line. We do not see any distortion close
to the position of the systemic velocity at −38 km s−1, only slight
distortions caused by an asymmetry in the outer wings of the pro-
file. From this we conclude that we cannot find any evidence of
metal lines of the third body in our spectra. This also explains
why we could not detect a third component with KOREL when
trying this by including it in our KOREL set-up assuming for
Fig. 5. Least-squares deconvolution profiles of R CMa computed from
spectra of the largest RV separation. The red line shows the residuals
after subtracting the mirrored profile (shifted by +0.98).
the third body RVs close to zero (KOREL neglects the systemic
velocity).
Finally, we checked the hypothesis that the third star could
be a compact object showing no lines or only Balmer lines, as
is possible for white dwarfs cooler than about 11 000 K. To this
end, we included a third component in terms of a veiling caused
by the light of a third body in our spectrum analysis. In the result,
the error bars of all the parameters of the primary and secondary
component, such as Teff , vturb, and [Fe/H], increased remarkably
compared to the two-component model. In addition, the contin-
uum flux ratio of the third component computed for different
combinations of parameters within their 1σ error bars showed
positive and negative slopes with wavelength and also positive
and negative absolute values. We conclude again that the impact
of the third body in our spectra is below the detection limit.
6. Radial velocities
Our final goal was to search for low-amplitude short-term vari-
ations in the RVs of the primary of R CMa possibly related to
δSct-like oscillations. This requires determining highly accurate
RVs, in particular in orbital phases during primary eclipse, which
is why we used and compared different methods of RV measure-
ment. The resulting orbits were calculated using the method of
differential corrections (Sterne 1941) for an easy interactive de-
termination of outliers and finally using the PHOEBE program
(Prša & Zwitter 2005).
6.1. Radial velocities from cross-correlation
In the first step, we determined the RVs of the primary com-
ponent directly from the observed, composite spectra. For that,
we used cross-correlation with the decomposed spectrum of the
primary as template. The chosen wavelength range was 4960–
5609 Å, a region with stronger metal lines but almost no telluric
contributions. Spectra were rebinned to logarithmic wavelength
scale and the central parts of calculated cross-correlation func-
tions (CCFs) were fitted by single Gaussian profiles, ignoring the
faint contribution of the secondary component.
Figure 6 shows the obtained RVs together with the O-C val-
ues after subtracting the orbit. The data points used for the cal-
culation of the orbit were obtained after iteratively rejecting out-
liers in the O-C values using 3σ clipping. In addition to a pro-
nounced and symmetric RME, we see deviations from the ex-
pected behaviour around Min. II and at the beginning and end of
Min. I that may come from the neglected influence of the sec-
ondary component. The rms of the scatter in the O-C values in
the undisturbed out-of-eclipse parts is of the order of 130 m s−1.
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Fig. 6. Top: RVs of the primary determined from cross-correlation. It
shows the values used for the orbit determination in black, outliers in
red, and the resulting orbital curve in green colour. Bottom: RVs of the
primary after subtracting the orbital curve.RVs from spectra from 2016
are shown in green colour.
Fig. 7. As in Fig. 6, but for the RVs determined with TODCOR for the
secondary (top) and the primary (middle panel). Bottom: RVs of the
primary after subtracting the orbital curve. The RVs from the spectra
from 2016 are shown in green.
6.2. Radial velocities from TODCOR
We applied an own, Python-based version of the two-
dimensional correlation technique TODCOR (Zucker & Mazeh
1994). TODCOR requires two templates that resemble the ob-
served spectra of the two components as closly as possible. In-
stead of using synthetic spectra, we used the decomposed spec-
tra of the two components, renormalised according to the flux
ratio determined in Sect. 4. TODCOR did not work properly in
the blue range of the spectra as used for the cross-correlation
method, although metal lines are stronger there. The reason is
the faintness of the secondary component and its late spectral
type. Its contribution to the composite spectra compared to that
of the primary is much stronger in the red part of the spectrum
(see bottom panel of Fig. 4). We finally used the 6034–6266 Å
range, a region that is almost free of telluric lines and that in-
cludes more stronger metallic lines than the regions towards even
longer wavelengths.
Figure 7 shows the results. For the calculation of the orbit
we excluded all phases around primary eclipse, additionally ap-
plying sigma clipping in an iterative way. The rms of the scatter
of the orbit-subtracted values (bottom panel of Fig. 7) in out-
of-eclipse phases is about 700 m s−1 and much higher than for
the CCF-based RVs obtained in Sect. 6.1. Moreover, the RME of
the primary component shows an asymmetry and the RVs of the
secondary are strongly disturbed during both eclipses. A closer
look at Fig. 7 shows that the asymmetry in the RME of the pri-
mary is correlated with the strong deviation of the RVs of the
secondary component close to the centre of primary eclipse. At
these orbital phases, TODCOR could not accurately resolve the
2D-CCFs into the components along the two axes correspond-
ing to the RVs of the two stars, and failed to compute the cor-
rect values. On the other hand, the RVs deviations at the primary
eclipse ingress and egress, as seen in Fig. 6, disappeared. As al-
ready mentioned, we assume that this was an effect introduced
by neglecting the influence of the secondary in the composite
spectra when using cross-correlation to determine the RVs.
6.3. Radial velocities from LSD profiles: a new approach
The classical method of least-squares deconvolution (Donati
et al. 1997) is based on using one line mask as template. In the re-
sult, a strong deconvolved line profile is obtained for the star that
best matches this template, whereas the contribution of the other
component is more or less suppressed. Tkachenko et al. (2013)
generalised the method so that it can simultaneously compute an
arbitrary number of LSD profiles from an arbitrary number of
line masks. Here we use an approach that makes use of two dif-
ferent line masks and synthetic template spectra for the two stars
and delivers two separate LSD profiles, one for each component.
In the following, we only give a short description of the method;
a more detailed introduction will be published in a forthcoming
paper.
The new method first computes the LSD profiles of the two
synthetic spectra used as templates and then the recovered pro-
files from folding the LSD profiles with the used line masks.
From a comparison between the recovered and the original spec-
tra, corrections are derived that are used in all the following
steps. These corrections stand for the limitations of the classi-
cal LSD approach, for example assuming identical line shapes
or linear addition of lines in blends. The LSD profiles computed
from the synthetic template spectra as well as the theoretical flux
ratio, along with line masks and RV starting values, are used as
initial guesses for the final calculations based on time series of
observed spectra. Optimised values of the RVs of the compo-
nents and of the flux ratio of the components are calculated in
an iterative way by comparing the composite spectra built from
the recovered and the observed spectra. In the result, we obtain
time series of separate LSD profiles for the two components.
The method offers the possibility of determining accurate RVs
from the separated profiles and simultaneously, which may be
the most valuable result for many applications, also of disentan-
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Fig. 8. Least-squares deconvolution profiles from an R CMa spectrum
taken close to Min I computed with LSDbinary for the primary (solid
line) and the secondary (dashed line) components, and with the classic
LSD approach (dotted line).
gling the single observed composite spectra to obtain the ‘re-
covered’ spectra of the components, resulting in a time series of
decomposed spectra.
We used the same programs and databases as mentioned in
Sect. 4 to compute the synthetic spectra and line masks. Figure 8
shows an example of LSD profiles calculated from one observed
composite spectrum taken close to the centre of primary eclipse.
Contrary to the classic LSD approach which shows only one pro-
file without giving any information about the secondary compo-
nent at this orbital phase, we obtain two separate profiles where
the profile of the eclipsed star is distorted by the RME.
Least-squares deconvolution profiles were calculated from
the same 4960–5609 Å wavelength range used for the calcula-
tion of CCFs. Figure 9 shows the resulting RVs versus orbital
phase. It is based on the solution derived with PHOEBE (see
next section). The scatter about the orbital curve of the primary
component is about 180 m s−1 and drastically reduced compared
to the results obtained with TODCOR, and only slightly higher
than obtained from the CCFs used in Sect. 6.1. In contrast to
TODCOR (Fig. 7), the RME shows a symmetric shape because
LSDbinary was able to accurately separate the LSD profiles of
the two components and to calculate corresponding RVs also in
the centre of primary eclipse.
6.4. Orbital solutions
The quality of the RVs of both components derived with
LSDbinary finally allowed us to use PHOEBE to fit the complete
orbit including the primary eclipse. PHOEBE models the Roche
geometry of the components; fitting amplitude and shape of the
RME during primary eclipse, we also get the inclination i of the
orbit and the rotation-to-orbit synchronisation factor S 1 of the
primary component. For the calculations, we assumed spin-orbit
alignment and S 2 = 1 for the secondary component.
Figure 9 shows the fit for the primary component and the
O-C residuals. The rms of the scatter about this line is only
180 ms−1 in out-of-eclipse phases and 400 ms−1 during primary
eclipse. Table 4 lists the orbital and stellar parameters based
on the RVs derived with TODCOR and LSDbinary and com-
pares them with the values given in BB2011. Dependent values
were calculated using the third Keplerian law and the spectro-
scopic mass function. We also used the orbital inclination deter-
mined with PHOEBE to calculate dynamical masses from the
TODCOR solution. Finally, the radii follow from the calculated
Fig. 9. As in Fig. 6, but for the RVs fitted with PHOEBE for the sec-
ondary (top) and the primary (middle panel). Bottom panel: RVs af-
ter subtracting the orbital curves for the primary (black) and secondary
(red) components.
Table 4. Orbital and stellar parameters derived in this paper and given
in BB2011. TMinI is the time of primary minimum −2 457 700.
TODCOR LSDbinary BB2011
+PHOEBE
P (d) 1.135938(9) 1.135956(2) 1.13594233
TMinI 0.39217(7) 0.39536(6) –
q 0.1284(3) 0.1294(4) 0.129(2)
vγ (km s−1) −37.01(1) −37.60(2) −38.7(4)
a (R) 5.629(5) 5.655(4) 5.66(2)
K1 (km s−1) 28.24(5) 28.5(1) 28.6(4)
K2 (km s−1) 219.9(2) 220.4(3) 221(3)
M1 (M) 1.64(7) 1.67(1) 1.67(8)
M2 (M) 0.211(9) 0.216(2) 0.22(7)
R1 (R) 1.76(7) 1.78(6) 1.78(3)
R2 (R) 1.2(1) 1.2(1) 1.22(3)
i (◦) – 81.2(1) 81.7(6)
masses and log g. As in Sect. 4, the log g values were taken from
BB2011.
From the radius of the primary component and its measured
v sin i (Table 2) we calculate its rotation period to 1.10 ± 0.04 d,
a value that agrees within the error bars with the assumption of
synchronised rotation. PHOEBE, on the other hand, delivers a
synchronisation factor of S 1 = 0.95± 0.03 corresponding to a ro-
tation period of 1.19 ± 0.04 d.
7. Search for short-term variations
We search for short-period oscillations using the O-C values ob-
tained with PHOEBE from the RVs determined with LSDbinary
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(bottom panel of Fig. 9) that we regard as the most accurate val-
ues. We used the FAMIAS (Zima 2008) and PERIOD04 (Lenz
& Breger 2005) programs for the multiple frequency search, to-
gether with successive pre-whitening of the data. In each step
when a new frequency was found, all other frequencies were
checked frequency by frequency, subtracting the contributions
of all other frequencies but the frequency in question, and com-
puting a new periodogram. Finally, all contributions from all fre-
quencies were subtracted and the search for further frequencies
in the residuals continued. Following Breger et al. (1993) and
Kuschnig et al. (1997), statistically significant peaks in the peri-
odogram had to fulfil the amplitude–S/N≥ 4 criterion. The two
programs work in a very similar way concerning the frequency
analysis of one-dimensional time series, but offer different ad-
ditional features. Thus, we used FAMIAS to determine the S/N
of found frequencies and PERIOD04 to determine the errors via
the implemented Monte Carlo simulation.
The rms of the scatter of the O-C values in out-of-eclipse
phases based on the LSDbinary–RVs is of only 150 m s−1 and
distinctly lower than the amplitudes of the previously found
short-term variations mentioned in before. In consequence, we
could not detect any significant frequency. The largest peak in
the periodogram found at 2.27 c d−1 had an amplitude of 64 m s−1
and an S/N of only 3.5.
The scatter of the O-C values during primary eclipse is much
larger than in out-of-eclipse phases (see Fig. 9). This could be
caused by an imperfect modelling of the RME by the PHOEBE
program and/or to less precise RVs determined from the LSD
profiles disturbed by the RME. However, it could also be caused
by an amplification of observed oscillations from non-radial pul-
sation modes of special l,m combinations due to the eclipse
mapping effect. This effect, also called the spatial filtration ef-
fect, was described by Gamarova et al. (2003) and Mkrtichian
et al. (2005) as a tool for the identification of non-radial pul-
sation modes and applied to the oEA stars AB Cas (Rodríguez
et al. 2004a) and RZ Cas (Gamarova et al. 2003; Mkrtichian
et al. 2018). It is based on the fact that the surface of the pul-
sating component is scanned during primary eclipse by its com-
panion which works as a timely variable spatial filter causing
specific changes in the pulsation light curve and also in the ob-
served line profiles. Changes in RV and the resulting pulsation
amplitude amplification during primary eclipse in dependence
on the l,m numbers of the pulsation modes were calculated in
detail by Tkachenko (2010). For an orbital inclination close to
90◦ and special modes like (l,m) = (1,0), (2,1), (3,2), or (3,3),
the observed amplitudes can be enhanced by a factor of more
than four. The eclipse mapping effect can also be used to recon-
struct the oscillation pattern on the surface of pulsating stars in
eclipsing binaries from the observed light curves using the dy-
namic eclipse mapping technique as introduced by Bíró & Nuspl
(2011).
For the analysis of the primary eclipse phases we had 155
data points from spectra observed in three nights in 2016 and 82
data points from two nights in 2017 at our disposal. The window
functions of the two data sets are shown in Fig. 10. It can be
seen that the frequency resolution obtained from the 2016 data
is distinctly better than from 2017. In both cases a strong one-day
aliasing occurs.
The poor window function of the data from 2017 did not al-
low a reliable multiple frequency search. The strongest peak in
the periodogram was found at 0.49 c d−1. The clumpy phase di-
agram showed that this is an alias frequency caused by the time
sampling. The least-squares fit of PERIOD04 did not converge
when adding further frequencies found in the residuals after sub-
Fig. 10. Spectral window functions of in-eclipse data. From top to bot-
tom for all data, and for data from 2016 and 2017.
Table 5. Frequencies found in the in-eclipse O-C values.
frequency amplitude phase S/N
(c d−1) (km s−1) (2pi)
data from 2016
f1 8.9(3) 0.26(3) 0.6(3) 16.3
f2 21.383(5) 0.22(3) 0.21(2) 9.9
f3 14.0(2) 0.16(4) 0.2(2) 7.7
f4 31.8(7) 0.14(3) 0.5(3) 19.0
all data
F1 2.6845(2) 0.19(3) 0.61(3) 5.8
F2 21.3832(1) 0.23(3) 0.29(2) 13.1
F3 8.683(5) 0.21(3) 0.1(2) 7.2
F4 30.4783(2) 0.13(3) 0.97(3) 4.5
F5 65.7902(4) 0.12(3) 0.35(4) 3.8
tracting the first one. In the following we present the results from
investigating the in-eclipse data from 2016 and from the com-
bined data obtained in 2016 and 2017.
Table 5 lists the results from 2016 in the upper part, and from
all in-eclipse data in the lower part. The numbering of frequen-
cies corresponds to the order in which they were found. Parame-
ter errors were computed using the Monte Carlo simulation im-
plemented in PERIOD04 based on 10 000 trials in each case.
Figure 11 shows the periodograms obtained in different steps of
pre-whitening and the corresponding phase plots folded with the
found frequency after subtracting the contributions of all other
frequencies.
The agreement between f2 and F2 is excellent. Frequencies
f1 and F3 agree within their error bars, the same for f4 and F4
when taking the one-day aliasing into account. Frequency F5 is
not a significant finding according to the S/N>4 criterion, we
list it only as the largest peak occurring in the residuals after
subtracting F1 to F4. Frequency F1 cannot be found in the spec-
tra from 2016. Data in the corresponding phase plot (Fig. 11)
does not fill the full phase range, and we assume that it could
be an alias frequency created by the time sampling. We end up
with one secure detection, F2, which had already been found in
the light curve of the binary system (Mkrtichian & Gamarova
2000). It is present in both the data from 2016 and in all data
and shows small errors in frequency and phase in both data sets.
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Fig. 11. Left: Fourier-amplitude periodograms from all in-eclipse data obtained in different steps of successive prewhitening, showing the highest
peaks for frequencies from F1 to F5 (from top to bottom). Right: Corresponding contributions of F1 to F5 after subtracting the contributions of all
other frequencies in each case. The solid lines were calculated from the frequencies, amplitudes, and phases listed in Table 5.
Furthermore, we found two frequencies, F3 and F4, which need
additional confirmation. Both show large errors in frequency and
phase in the data from 2016, and F3 also in phase in the complete
data set.
PERIOD04 provides the possibility of checking for ampli-
tude and phase variations between two subsets. We applied this
to the combined data set, separating it into data from 2016 and
2017. The variations in amplitude and phase for all three fre-
quencies, F2 to F4, were marginal. Thus, we assume that they
are present in the single data set from 2016 as well, and that
their detection was prevented by the poor window function.
The rms of the residuals after subtracting F1 to F5 is
296 m s−1 against 400 m s−1 before subtracting, corresponding
to a reduction in the sum of squares of 45%. Nevertheless, it
is about twice the value obtained from the out-of-eclipse data.
Though we achieved distinctly better defined RVs during the
eclipses with our new LSDbinary program compared to other
methods, it is obvious that our in-eclipse RVs are still less accu-
rate than those obtained from the out-of-eclipse phases. More-
over, the results of frequency search strongly depend on the ac-
curacy of the obtained PHOEBE solution, i.e. on the quality of
the fit applied to the distortion in the orbital RV curve caused by
the RME. This is why the errors following from the Monte Carlo
simulation (Table 5) underestimate the true errors, and we limit
the number of digits of the three frequencies found to give 21.38,
8.68, and 30.48 c d−1.
8. RCMa: an active binary system?
We detected the He I 5876 Å line in our medium-resolution spec-
tra from 2012 and 2014, showing variable line strengths, and in
some of our high-resolution HERMES spectra taken in 2016 and
2017. Figure 12 shows the 560 HERMES spectra averaged into
Fig. 12. Orbital-phase binned spectra of R CMa indicating the presence
of the He I line at 5876 Å. The straight and sharp vertical lines are of
telluric origin.
50 bins evenly distributed over orbital phase. It can be seen that
the signal of the He I line is very weak, but it is clearly detectable
around zero phase where the line depths are enhanced by the
RME.
The He line indicates the presence of some hot regions, for
example a hot spot on the primary caused by mass transfer. We
therefore investigated the Roche geometry of the system a bit
more closely. The modified Roche potential of a binary in a cir-
cular orbit (see e.g. Wilson 1979; Prša et al. 2016) can be written
in Cartesian coordinates as
Ωx =
1
x + q
( 1
1 − x − x
)
+ S 2 (1 + q) x
2
2
Ωy =
1
y +
q
1 + y2
+ S 2 (1 + q) y
2
2
Ωz =
1
z +
q√
1 + z2
, (1)
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Fig. 13. Modified Roche potential vs. distance from the centre of the
secondary star in the x-direction (solid line) and y-direction (dotted
line). The circles and crosses indicate the positions for stars of different
radii (see text).
where x, y, z are in units of the separation a between the compo-
nents and centred at the position of the star in question. Coordi-
nate x points towards the other component, y lies in the orbital
plane, and z is perpendicular to the orbital plane. In our case, we
have to place the secondary component at the point of origin and
to use the inverse of the mass ratio used so far, i.e. q= M1/M2.
The parameter S is the rotation/orbit synchronisation factor.
Figure 13 illustrates an example. The Roche potential Ωx is
shown by the solid line, calculated for a= 5.673 R, q= 0.1321,
and S = 1 (assuming synchronised rotation for the secondary
star). The minimum of Ωx (the sign of the modified potential
is opposite the sign of its physical definition) gives the position
of the inner Lagrangian point at L1 = 1.72 R, indicated by the
black plus sign; Ωy is shown by the dotted line; the green circle
represents the value of Ωy for a radius of the secondary com-
ponent in y-direction of Ry = 1.12 R; and the green cross the
corresponding value of Ωx. The x-coordinate of this cross gives
the distance of the substellar point of the secondary star from its
centre. It does not reach L1, and the star does not fill its Roche
lobe. The red circle, on the other hand, gives the radius in the y-
direction for the case that the substellar point coincides with L1
and the secondary component fills its Roche lobe. The critical
value is Ry = 1.170 R.
In our case, the PHOEBE solution delivers the surface poten-
tials of the primary and secondary components of Ω1 = 21.1±0.2
and Ω2 = 12.81±0.05, respectively. The calculated potential in
L1 is 12.48, slightly below Ω2, and the potential in L2 is 11.83.
According to this solution, the secondary star does not fill its
Roche lobe, but is very close to filling it. The Roche-lobe filling
factor, defined in Mochnacki (1984) as the ratio of the surface
potential to the potential in L1, is 0.974±0.004.
Our radii given in Table 4 are based on the spectroscopically
determined masses and the log g taken from light curve anal-
ysis. Their relatively large errors do not allow us to determine
whether the secondary component fills its Roche lobe. The ra-
dius of the secondary photometrically derived by BB2011, on
the other hand, should be very close to the definition of Ry and
its value of 1.22±0.03 corresponds to a surface potential of about
12.23 which lies between the potentials in L1 and L2. This and
the presence of the He I line in the spectra indicates that the sec-
ondary fills its Roche lobe.
9. Discussion and conclusions
Whereas most of the derived atmospheric parameters agree well
with previous findings, our Teff of the primary star of 7033±44 K
Fig. 14. As in Fig. 3, but for the best fit using Teff=7500 K.
Table 6. Elemental surface abundances derived in the present study and
by TL1989.
element present study TL1989
C 0.1 ± 0.2 0.0 ± 0.2
O −0.1 ± 0.2 0.3 ± 0.3
S 0.1 ± 0.3 0.1 ± 0.2
Fe −0.07 ± 0.02 0.1 ± 0.1
is distinctly lower. Sarma et al. (1996) derived 7310±100 K,
based on the observed B−V value of +0.27 obtained from the
light curves of Radhakrishnan et al. (1985), and assumed the pri-
mary component of R CMa as an F1 star. This value of 7310 K
was adopted later by several authors like Varricatt & Ashok
(1999) or Mirtorabi & Riazi (2006) in their light-curve analy-
ses and also by BB2011.
We repeated the spectrum analysis with Teff fixed to 7300 K
using [Fe/H] as a free parameter. In the result, the relative surface
iron abundance increases from −0.07 in the case of Teff=7033 K
to −0.01. Figure 14 shows the quality of the fit. The rms of the
O-C residuals is 39% higher than for 7300 K. From this and the
comparison of Fig. 14 with Fig. 3 we conclude that our Teff is
much more reliable than the previously assumed value.
Table 6 compares our elemental surface abundances of the
primary of R CMa with those obtained by Tomkin & Lambert
(1989, hereafter TL1989) from Reticon spectra taken with the
2.7m telescope of the McDonald observatory. These spectra had
a S/N between 200 and 500. Authors used the equivalent width
method on selected spectral lines for the abundance analysis.
Despite the higher S/N of our decomposed spectrum, our abun-
dance errors are relatively large and comparable with those from
TL1989. We assume that the S/N is not the limiting factor in our
analysis, but the accuracy of spectrum normalisation and of the
VALD atomic data, and the interdependence between the surface
iron abundance and other atmospheric parameters like Teff , log g,
and vturb. Moreover, we derived the errors from the full grid in
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all atmospheric parameters so that they include all interdepen-
dencies, whereas TL1989 used fixed values of Teff , log g, and
vturb. Our C, O, and S abundances agree with those from TL1989
within the error bars, but our iron abundance is distinctly lower.
The main reason for the difference is the strong interdependence
between [Fe/H] and Teff as shown in the previous paragraph. We
derived Teff of 7033 K, whereas TL1989 adopted 7500 K, based
on the B−V and Hβ indices from Guinan (1977).
Our value of 64±13 km s−1 for the v sin i of the cool compan-
ion is not very precise, which is due to its faintness and the men-
tioned interdependence between the parameters. It agrees within
the 1σ error bars with the value of 54.4±1.3 km s−1 expected for
the case of synchronised rotation.
Comparing the stellar and system parameters derived with
LSDbinary/PHOEBE with those given in BB2011 (Table 4) we
see that most values agree well; except for the stellar radii and
the not iterated log g, the error bars of all parameters determined
in our study are distinctly smaller. For the slightly variable or-
bital period we have to take into account the epoch difference.
From the O-C diagram of times of minima of R CMa, for exam-
ple provided by the O-C gateway3 (Paschke & Brat 2006), we
see that our value of TMinI perfectly fits into the expected course.
The finding of oscillation frequencies in the measured RVs
was not straightforward. Significant peaks in the periodograms
were only found in the data taken in eclipse phases in 2016
and could not be detected in the out-of-eclipse phases or in
the in-eclipse data from 2017. Reasons including the amplitude
amplification of non-radial pulsation modes during the eclipses
have been discussed in Sect. 7. We consider the frequency of
21.38 c d−1 as a secure finding. This is supported by the fact that
the frequency value is close to the 21.21 c d−1 found by Mkr-
tichian & Gamarova (2000) (who give ±1 c d−1 due to alias-
ing) in the out-of-eclipse light curve of R CMa, which had an
amplitude of only 4.4 mmag on average. The other two fre-
quencies of 8.68 and 30.48 c d−1 show larger errors and devia-
tions between the two investigated data sets in frequency and
phase and need additional confirmation from independent obser-
vations. This study also shows that the disentangling of the RV
variations caused by the RME and by pulsation requires a highly
accurate modelling of the RME. The frequencies found in the
residuals strongly depend on the achieved accuracy of modelling
and thus the frequency errors following from frequency analysis
alone may underestimate the true errors.
The presence of the He I line points to mass transfer in the
R CMa system. Based on a Roche model of the system and the
radius of the secondary star measured from the light curve, the
cool companion fills its Roche lobe. The surface Roche potential
of the secondary star obtained with PHOEBE, on the other hand,
gives a Roche lobe filling factor of 0.97 close to unity. The ap-
plied Roche model is a relatively simple approach that assumes
that the masses of the two stars are so concentrated that their
combined gravitational potential can be approximated by the po-
tentials of two point masses. This is why we can assume, despite
the small deviation from unity of the derived filling factor, that
the star undergoes at least temporary phases of mass transfer.
The occurrence of mass exchange indicated by the presence
of the He I line makes R CMa a member of the class of oEA stars
as defined by Mkrtichian et al. (2002), namely active (show-
ing mass-transfer episodes) eclipsing Algol-type stars where the
gainer (the hot primary component) shows δ Scuti-like oscilla-
tions and makes the star a very interesting object for further in-
vestigations.
3 http://var2.astro.cz/ocgate/
We could not find any signature of a third component in the
R CMa system in our spectra from using KOREL for spectral
disentangling, from spectrum analysis, or in the computed LSD
profiles.
Based on the RVs calculated with our new program
LSDbinary we could establish an accurate orbital solution and
model the RME during primary eclipse. LSDbinary was not de-
veloped in particular to determine RVs, however. Its main pur-
pose is to compute separated LSD profiles of the components of
binary systems from composite spectra and to use them to calcu-
late the single spectra of the components from folding the LSD
profiles with the used line masks. In this way, spectral disentan-
gling of single spectra in a time series can be performed. This
and the fact that the decomposed LSD profiles reflect the distor-
tions caused not only by the RME, but also those from pulsation
can open new horizons in asteroseismic investigations.
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